I. INTRODUCTION Complex Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes (CO STBCs) have been intensively examined, as they provide large transmit diversity and increase the capacity of wireless channels, while requiring a very simple Maximum Likelihood (ML) decoding method [f] , [2] , [3] [4] [5] . A p x n CO STBC over k variables is corresponding to n transmit antennas, decoding delay (or memory length) of p, and rate R = k. Given n and p R, the goal is to minimize the decoding delay p. Hence, square CO SBCs are particularly interesting because they require the minimum processing delay (minimum memory length as well) for the same rate and the same number of transmit antennas. Another consideration for practical implementation is the number of zeros in a code. Compared to a code with fewer zeros, a code with more zeros results in a hioher peak-tomean power ratio for the transmit antennas to achieve the same Bit Error Rates (BER). Having many zeros can also impede ractical implementation since some transmit antennas must e turned off during transmission. Turning transmit antennas off durinn transmission is inconvenient, especially in high data rate wireess communication systems. Furthermore, it would be more practical if the power of signals can be equally transmitted via each transmit antenna durino every symbol time slot. Given the above considerations For CO STBCs, this paper focuses on constructing square CO STBCs with maximum rate, minimum decoding delay, no zero entries, and equal power transmission per transmit antenna during each symbol time slot.
The simplest square CO STBCs is the Alamouti code [1] , which achieves a rate one for two transmit antennas. In contrast, square CO STBCs for more than two transmit antennas cannot achieve rate one [2] , [6] , but they can still achieve full diversity for a given number of transmit antennas.
Constructions of square CO STBCs for a higher number of transmit antennas, e.g. 4 and 8, have been well examined in literature, such as [2] and [5] . These structures yield square CO STBCs of maximum rate, which is, for instance, 1/2 tor 8 transmit antennas. However, these maximum rate codes have many zero entries, which are undesirable. [1] and [4] , for orders 2, 4. In [7] , we constructed two square, order 8 CO STBCs with fewer zeros than the conventional codes [2] , [5] . Later, in [8] and [9] , we constructed a square, order 8 CO STBC Z without any zero which is given in (3).
As pointed out in [8] (4) where j = VET. The background knowledge on AODs can be found in [11] . This square CO STBC has an advantage.over our code Z in that it does not require the restriction on signal constellations. However, from amicable orthogonal designs, it is difficult to construct square CO STBCs, especially for those codes of high orders, since we have to incorporate many weighting matrices. For instance, to construct a square, maximum rate CO STBC of order 8, we have to find 8 matrices of size 8 x 8 (4 weighting matrices for the real parts of variables and 4 other weighting, matrices for the imaginary parts) which simultaneously satisfy several strong conditions of AODs [11] , [12] , [10] .
In this paper, by modifying the Williamson and WallisWhiteman arrays to apply to complex matrices, we propose two novel methods of construction of square, order-4n CO STBCs from square, order-n codes which satisfy certain properties. Applying the proposed methods, we construct square, maximum rate, order-8 CO STBCs with no zeros, such that the transmitted symbols equally disperse through transmit antennas. Besides having the maximum rate, the minimal decoding delay, and no zero entries, the resultant codes, referred to as the improved square CO STBCs, have the following practical advantages: a) They do not require any restriction on allowable signal constellations; b) It is possible to transmit symbols with equal power for any STS at any transmit antenna; and c) A lower peak power per transmit antenna is required to achieve the same bit error rates as for the conventional CO STBCs with zeros.
As mentioned in more details later in this paper, in order to construct, for instance, 8x8 CO The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide definitions and notations used throughout the paper. In Section III, we propose two methods for constructing high-rate, square CO STBCs of order N = 4n from sub-matnces of order n. In Section IV, we use the proposed methods to construct square, maximum rate, order 8 CO STBCs, which are superior in several aspects to other known codes to date. The paper is concluded by Section V. 
where X is the matrix derived from a matrix X by re §placing all variables in X by their conjugates, i.e., X=(XH (12) ), the equalities (20) and (21) Finally, we prove that: (9) is satisfied, then 0 is a square, maximum rate CO STBC of order 4n. Theorem 1 has been proved.
Similarly, we derived the following theorem, which is a variation of the Wallis-Whiteman array [ 1] it is clear that the most crucial task for constructing square CO STBCs of order 4n in our proposed methods is to find two matrices A and B (A and C) satisfying the properties (2) and (3) in Theorem 1 (Theorem 2). We realize that various matrices A, B, C, and D can satisfy those conditions, and derive here some of those cases for illustration.
Example 1: The following sub-matrices satisfy Theorem 1:
for any real coefficients ki, (i 1 ... 4).
In this example, A is a variation of the Alamouti code with only one variable, while C and D are each of similar form to B. Then, (9 in (13) satisfies 9H0=2 Z=1 k2Is2II and, consequently, ( Applying Theorems 1 and 2, we have constructed various square, maximum rate, order-8 CO STBCs with no zeros. In our CO STBCs, the transmitted symbols equally disperse through transmit antennas with the consequence that the power transmitted via each transmit antenna is equal during every symbol time slot. Additionally, our methods may be used to design square CO STBCs of order 16 or 32 from square CO STBCs of order 4 or 8, respectively, provided that there exist sub-matrices satisfying the conditions of our theorems. The construction of square CO STBCs of higher orders, such as 16 or 32, requires further study, and this is our future work.
